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‘Ihe appeal of history to us aJl is in the last analysis poetic. But the poetry of history
does not consist of imagination
roamingat large, but of imagination pursuing the fact

and fastening upon it. That which compels the historian to “scvrn delights and live
laborious days”is the ardour of his own curiosity to know what really happened long
ago in that land of mystery which we call the past. To peer into that magic mirror and
see fresh figure then every day is a burning desire that consumes and satisfies him
all his life, that canies him each moming, eager as a lover, to the library and the

munimentroom. It haunts him like a passion of terrible potency, because it is poetic.
The dead were and are not. Their place knows them no more, and is ours today. Yet
theywereonceas~aswe,andweshalltomormwbeshadowslikethem....?he
poetry of history lies in the quasi-miraculous fact that once, on this earth, on this
familiarspotofgroundwallredothermenandwomen,asactualaswearetoday,
think@ their own thoughts, swayed by their own passions, but now all gone, one
generation vanishing into another, gone as utterly as we ourselves shall shortly be
gone, like ghosts at cockcrow (quoted Evans, p. 250).
Who, reflecting on such words, can doubt that the troubles of history
today are after all a petty thing, something that only makes the job to be done
greater, more demanding, and therefore more satisfying?
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Do the demands of American democracy hinder the making of U.S. foreign
policy? Are there circumstances in which exaggemtion and even duplicity can

be justifiedin the name of national interest?Should we be alarmed by the wide
gulf between the Wknian
rhetoric employed by most Americanpolicymakers
in public and the hard-nosed realpolitik that is often revealed (long after the
fact) by the documentary record? Not one modem American presidency has
remained unmarked by these dilemmas. Consider Franklin Roosevelt’s efforts
to prepare a reluctant nation for war against the &is powers. Constrained by
the still-powerful isolationist sentiment among voters, FDR undertook what
amounted to a secret naval war against the Germans in the North Atlantic.The
conflict between national interest, which demanded action, and public opinion,
which dictated passivity, was resolved-thtough governmental secrecy-in
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favor of the former by circumventingthe latter. Or consider a different case. In
order to end the Cuban Missile Crisis, President John F. Kennedy agreed to
remove America’sJupiter missiles from Turkey. JFK concealed this arrangement
with the Soviets from the American people, Congress, and indeed, most of his
own administration.Both Roosevelt and Kennedy pursued policies that they
believed were in America’sbest interests, and for the most part, historians have
judged these policiesto be wise. Yet both presidents were unable, or unwilling,
to make a completely honest and open case for their foreign policies to the
American people.
How should such divides between rhetoric and reality be judged?The
works reviewed here put that question squarely before us. James Cl-race,in his
beautifullywritten biography, Achmn: 7be Secmry of Skate Who Created the
American Worki, deeply admires the wise statesman who often made things
“clearer than the truth”in order to advance policies which he determined to
be in America’sbest interest.Chace does at times lamentAcheson’soverstatements
duringhis tenure as secretaryof state under Truman, but one senses the authors
understandingof the need to “exaggerate” in the face of an obtuse Congress
and an inward-lookingAmerican populace. No such sympathy is found in the
study by William Bundy. As the title reveals, A Tangled Web: The Making of
Fomgn Policy in the NFmnzpresidency strongly criticizes Richard Nixon and
Henry Kissiiger for deception and exaggeration. To Bundy’s mind, even the
Nixon adnkistmtion’s foreign policy successes were overshadowed by its
secretive style.
Some might find this an odd, even an unfair, comparison. There are,
of course, enormous differences of tone and style between Acheson and the
Niion/Kissingerteam. But in many ways, the differences are those of degree,
not of kind. Considerthe sirnkities, The authors of both studies portray their
subjects as realistswho disdainedmoralistic,Wilsonian reasoning and distanced
themselves from what Acheson called the “Christers.”Both subjects had spectacular successes and failures, but in the end brought about fundamentalshifts
in the direction of Americanforeign policy. Both had severely strained relations
with Congress and lacked any sense of the “common touch” that might have
allowed them to connect with the American people. And ikrally,both Acheson
and the Nixor&issiiger team at times exaggerated and misled the public about
the real motives behind their foreign policies. While there is little doubt that in
both cases the men acted according to a perceived national interest, they were
forced to pay a heavy political price for the resulting divide between their
public rhetoric and governmental policies. Despite differences in tone, both
studies leave us with lingering questions: given America’s ideological heritage,
the fickle nature of public opinion, and the stubborn and at times pamchial
interests of the Congress, are there times when it is impossible for U.S. statesmen
to pursue the national interest in a completely open and honest way? When
does making things “clearer than the truth”cross the line into counterproductive
deceit?
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Acheson: Realist or Cold Warrior?

Chace has produced an enjoyable and masterfullywritten biography of
Acheson. His descriptionof Acheson’s youth creates a picture of improbable,
but somehow gilded beginnings. Here is a young man who could finish last
in his prep school class and still get into Yale, goof off at Yale and still go to
HarvardLaw. In law school and as a clerk in Washington, he i?nally got his
act together-under the watchful eye ofthe twentieth century’sgreatest jurists:
Felix Fmnkfurter,Louis Brandeis, and Oliver Wendell Holmes. Even before
Acheson comes to prominence, one cannot help admiring the “blade of steel.”
Who else could look down on John F. Kennedy for refusing a martini and
instead drinkingtea? But Chace portrays Acheson as a man of substance and
integrityas well as style. Alger Hiss did bad things, and Dean Acheson should
have realizedit. But Ache-son’sunwaveringsupport of this distantacquaintance,
in the face of huge political costs, reveals a rare kind of personal courage that
is completely lacking in today’s political life. While Acheson was wrong almost
as often as he was right in his professional decisions (making him, in that
respect, much like Nixon and Kissinger), his unmistakablestyle and confidenoe,
captured wonderfully in &ace’s biography, lull the reviewer into a more
forgivingposture.
But this book is not perfect. First, anyone acquainted with previous
studies and memoirs will find few surprises here.’ More perplexing is Chace’s
attempt to present Acheson not as a hardened “Cold Warrior,” but as a
level-headed realist throughout his career. It is true that Acheson was not
especially hawkish during the immediate postwar period, when he supported
the internationalconaol of atomic weapons and showed little concern about
the ideologicalthreat of the Soviet regime. It is also true that Acheson’s %edge”
strategy-the plan for the United States to recognize the People’s Republic of
China in order to exploit the inevitable rifts between China and Russia-was
out of character for a Cold Warrior. But as the Cold War intensified, Acheson
moved away from the more “realistic”recommendations of George Kennan
and CharlesBohlen toward more confrontationalpolicies, particularlyin Europe.
The Korean War, and in particular, China’s intervention in November 1950,
completed Acheson’s transformationfrom realist to hawk. Acheson went on a
diplomatic offensive around the globe, rehabilitatedJapan and West Germany,
and in the latter case, began the process that would lead to West Getman
rearmament. Most importantly,he oversaw a massive American rearmament. A
close reading of the documents makes it clear that by the early 1950s Acheson
no longer saw the Soviet Union as a normal adversary, but as a barbarous
enemy bent on world domination and the subjugation of the United States. In
such dangerous circumstances,neither Acheson nor his policy planning director
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Paul Nitze believed that a merely defensive strategy was adequate. Instead,
both soughtto build“situationsof strength”that would put tremendous pressure
on their adversatyand eventuallyforce a “retractionof Soviet power.” “Realists
such as Kennan were troubled by such an aggressive policy.
Acheson’shawkishnessonly increased when he left office. He and Nitze
were d&urbed when Eisenhower and Dulles reduced the military’sbudgets to
prepare for a longer-termstruggle with the Soviets. And Acheson, the former
chief diplomat,brutallyscolded his old friend in his article “Reply to Kennan,”
which rejected Kennan’s proposal for a joint Anglo-American and Soviet
withdrawalfrom Central Europe. While Acheson’s analysis was on the mark,
his nasty public tone towardsan old friend was inexplicable. PresidentKennedy
initiallyrelied quite heavilyon Acheson in 1961 to craft America’spolicy towards
both NATO and the Berlin crisis. Acheson also participated in early executive
committee (ex-com) meetings during the Cuban Missile Crisis. But Kennedy
was taken aback by the extreme nature of Acheson’s recommendations, and
over time distancedhimselffrom the former secretary of state. LyndonJohnson,
more insecure than Kennedy when it came to foreign policy, was less immune
to Acheson’s consistently hawkish perspective on Vietnam, and it had a
devastatingeffect onJohnson’s policies in SoutheastAsia.Furthermore,Acheson’s
6rki, for that matter, Kennan’s own) unfortunate opinions about white Africa
cannot be explained through the lens of realism. In reality, Acheson was never
the cool, calculating, Richelieu-like master of realpolitik that Cl-raceportrays.
But despite these problems, Chace has produced a well-written survey of
Acheson’s life, both in and out of government service.
Whose

Tangled Web?

Unfortunately,the same cannot be said of the effort by Dean Acheson’s
son-in-law, Wh
Bundy. An historian is immediately confronted with this
troubling question: what is Bundy’s motive for producing a study of Nixon’s
foreign policy? Remember, Bill Bundy served the Johnson admimshation as
assistantsecretary of defense for international security affairs, and more importantly, as assistant xaetary of state for Far Eastern affairs. Similar skepticism
would naturallyarise if, for example, ElliotAbramswrote a book on Bill Clinton’s
foreign policy. One of the beauties of America is that anyone who wants to
can write a book on any subject. That does not mean every work is first-rate
historical scholarship, however. The types of evidence analyzed and the use
of that evidence to build an argument must first withstandscrutiny.If an author
strivingfor fairness and objectivityproduces a study built on plausible premises,
rigorous logic, and most importantly, a deep evidentiary (preferably archival)
base, then the work deserves seriousconsideration.Unfortunately,few hz&oriun.s
today approach these standards. How difficult it must be, then, for a par&an
policymaker writing about a political foe to achieve this lofty goal.
But such works do exist. In fact, McGeorge Bundy’sLlangerandSuwivak
GEmicesabout the Bomb in the First Fzf?yYears (New York, Random House:
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1988) provides a perfect example. Whatever the reader’s opinion of its conclusions, that magisterialaccount of American decision making in the nuclear age
must be taken seriouslybecause its penetrating arguments rest on a solid base
of historical documents and the best of the professional literature. And the
author even admits, with insight and fairness, that the policies of Dwight D.
Eisenhower were far wiser than he recognized during his time as Kennedy’s
and Johnson’s NationalSecurity Advisor.
Unfortunately,Wliam Bundy’s book does not remotely approach those
levels of fairness, logic, and evidence. First, without any credible sense of
objectivity,the authormakes abundantlyclear his dislike of Nixon and Kissinger
and what they stood for. But the book is distressingon another level. There is
clearly a great need for detailed archival research on American foreign policy
during the Nixon period. Historians mining the mountains of documents
declassifiedin the past few years have fundamentallyaltered our understanding
of the Eisenhower,Kennedy, and Johnson presidencies. However, for a variety
of reasons-including contentious battles over the historical materials-this
wave of declassificationhas not yet reached the Nixon presidency. As someone
who has tried to write about Nixon’s internationalmonetary policy, I can attest
to the dearth of documentary evidence from the period. This situation will
change over the next decade as legal battles are resolved, tapes are transcribed,
and the State Department releases its F&g% Relhtions of the United S&&.r
volumes for the period, but in the absence of such sources, definitivejudgments
are all but impossible.
How, with information available currently, can we assess the work of
the Nixon/Kissiigerteam? One way might be to examine the foreign policy
legacy of the Johnson admi&tration and what Nixon and Kissinger managed
to do with it. America was mired in an unwinnable war in Southeast Asia. That
conflict had unleashed the most bitter domestic political cleavages within the
United States since the Civil War. Anti-Americanismwas a rallying cry around
the globe. America’s relations with NATO were at an all-time low. France had
left the organizationand the British were ttying to bring their army home from
the Rhine. Most ominously,an army of contentious issues-military offset, troop
withdrawals,the failure of the MultilateralForce initiative,the nonprolifemtion
treaty-were driving the Federal Republic of Germany to reconsider its dependence upon the UnitedStatesfor securityand protection.The 1967 Arab-Israeli
conflict had left the Middle East in disarray, and the Soviets grew increasingly
active in Egypt and Syria. The Alliance for Progress effort in Latin America had
largely failed. Mainland China, reeling from the Cultural Revolution, was still
isolated and dangerous. The American economy was overheating. The position
of the US. dollar and gold supply were precarious, and in March 1968 a collapse
of the Bretton Woods monetary system was only narrowly averted by extreme
and illiberal action. The Soviets were in the midst of a massive buildup of their
strategic nuclear forces and well on their way to surpassing the military power
of the United States, To make matters worse, a tenuous detente with the Soviet
bloc had been shattered by the brutal invasion of Prague. Finally, five years of
Johnson’s deceit had left a deeply divided Congress in no mood to grant the
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new presidenthis traditionalleeway in making American foreign policy. Rarely
has a new administrationwalked into a less enviable position. An examination
of available sources reveals that, in most categories, the United States actually
emerged in much better shape when Nixon left office than when he took over
fromJohnson. This is not to defend everything or even most of what the Nixon
admir&ration did, however, or the way they did it. Nor is it to
deny that forces beyond the control of the administrationalso
which
played key roles in these changes.
Bundy’saccount,unsurprisingly,emphasiis the admini- deceptions are
stration’sfailures,but despite that lack of balance, some of his acceptable
,
aiticisms are unquestionablyapt. A wide army of policies-for
example, towards Chile, Cambodia and in the longer term, and which are
Iran-were disastrousand indefensible. Bundy also does a good not?
job of revealing Nixon and Kissinger’s ambivalence in the face
of Wily Brandt’s Ospolitik He plausibly argues that Soviet policy was driven
far more by the radicaltransformationof the German question than by Nixon’s
opening to China. And on occasion- for example, with regard to American
policy in the MiddleEast after the Yom Kippur war-Bundy grudginglygives
Nixon and IGssiiger due credit for success. However, in light of the truly awful
mess that the author and his friends in the Johnson admin&ration left behind,
Nixon’s impressive accompkshments-withdrawing from Vietnam, opening
relationswith communistChina, negotiatingimportantarms control treaties with
the Soviets, stabilizingrelations with NATO, and scoring major successes in the
MiddleEast-deserve more acknowledgment than Bundy can stomach. Moreover, even a highly critical assessment of Nixon and Kissinger’s policies and
methods would carry far more weight from someone who had not been a key
architect of Johnson’s failed Vietnam strategy. What is most troubling is the
prospect that Bundy’s bii
effort might deter serious historiansfrom tackling
the Nixon/Kissiiger legacy, or subtly push them towards an inordinately
sympathetic view of Nixon and Kissinger, if only to make up for Bundy’s
unbalanced treatment.
Bundy’s book, as problematic as it is, does provide one very useful
service. A TangledWeb forces us to come to terms with the troubling role of
secrecy and duplicity in the making of U.S. foreign policy. That Nixon and
Kissinger lied more than their predecessors seems obvious and disturbing. But
recent scholarshipsuggests that Johnson was almost as bad in his deceit.2Many
of the troubles that Acheson encountered with Congress and the American
people originated in his own previous lack of candor. In fact, eoery Cold War
. .
admrmsnation, at some point or another, exaggerated or even misled Congress
and the American people on questions of foreign policy.
2 Robert Dal&, FkuuA Gkati Lm
Johnson andHis 7bnes, l%l- 1973 @Jew York: Oxford University
FIBS, 19%3X Kai Bird’s recent study, 7&e Cokw of ?Wtb-McGeotge Bun& and WfUiam Bun& Bmtbets in
Annc~~York:SimonandScfiw,1998),makesitdearthatborhBundys~~in~~awn~~
and emggemions, espechlly in nqprd to U.S. pUcies in Nemam.
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This unavoidable fact leaves a fundamental question for any historian
of the ColdWar.Is it ever acceptable for a statesmanto mislead,to conceal-even
in the name of national interest? Which deceptions are acceptable, and which
are not? Carryingout a foreign policy that promotes and protects U.S. interests
is the most important and most difficult challenge given our statesmen. Our
constitution,our way of government, and our fickle nature can make this difficult
task almost an impossible one. During the Cold War, when our leaders were
less than completelyopen and honest on issues of foreign policy, it was rarely
for personal gain. Nor was one political party more guilty than another. Still,
one is left searching for a proper standard of candor by which to assess our
presidents and their advisers. Truman’s first secretary of state, James Bymes,
was not completely open with the American people about the true meaning
of the Potsdam accords. Eisenhower despised the limitationsplaced upon him
by the Atomic Energy Act, and his de facto nuclear assistance to our European
allies made a mockery of the spirit, if not the letter, of the law. The Kennedy
brothers insistedthat the CIA find a way to kill Fidel Castro. Reagan diverted
arms to Iran to seek the release of American hostages in Lebanon. These
examples demonstratethat the scale of dishonestyis extremely hard to calibrate.
Only when we can look at history free of partisan biases-when we see that
Acheson and the Nixon/Kissingerteam faced the same pressures and dealt with
them in ways more similarthan many people would like to admit-will
we come to grips with the d$ficulties of making foreign policy in
modem America.
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